14.1 RadMan 2 – Practical test on 5G antennas — how to use a Personal Monitor correctly

How do you use a Personal Monitor? How do you test whether the antenna has actually been switched off? A practical test using the Narda RadMan 2 on one of the first operational 5G installations shows how, in the form of four instructive documentary videos. Once again, Telstra/Australia provides the pioneering example. If you want to help your staff to get familiar with the use of a Personal Monitor or to see how you are warned of strong fields when in the vicinity of antennas, check out our YouTube channel for the answers. Thanks, Telstra!

Why not visit us at IBC Amsterdam from 13 – 17 September 2019 in Amsterdam, The Netherlands at Stand 8.E24 or at A+A Düsseldorf in Düsseldorf/Germany from 5 – 8 November 2019 at Stand 6D36 and convince yourself of the advantages of our personal protection equipment.